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                        Tag & release your catch
                        


                        Enter the unique tag ID on our free site!
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                        Anglers catch & add history to your tag
                        


                        Email sent to you when your tag is updated!
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                        Monitor your fish population
                        


                        Record growth changes on tagged fish as you catch them!
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                        Highest quality fish tags in the world
                        


                        Our unique custom tags are the best in the business
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            How Fish Tagger Works

            You buy our high quality fish tags. Tags have a UNIQUE ID and our web site imprinted in the tag.
                You tag and release a fish.
                You enter information about the fish for this Tag ID on our web site.
                You or other anglers add history to this Tag ID each time the fish is caught.

        

    

    
        
        
            
            

            
                Buy Tags

                Highest quality in the world!
                

                Water/heat resistant, longest lasting
            

        

        
        
        
            
            

            
                Tag Your Catch

                Unique Tag ID on every tag!
                

                Easy-to-use application system
            

        

        

        
        
            
            

            
                Track Tagged Fish FREE

                Site allows you & others to add history
                

                Get email when a catch is recorded
            

        

        

        
            
                
                

                
                    Have Fun with Tags

                    Recatch fish & see the catch history!
                    

                    Extereme data tracking on fish
                

            

        
    



    
        
        
           BUY TAGS NOW - LIMITED TIME - 20 TAG KIT OFFER
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                "I have caught the same tagged fish multiple times in my pond. I track the fish weight and length changes!"
- Willie Langevin
            

            
                "I received an email that one of my tagged fish was caught today! Another guy caught my tagged fish."
- Kevin Payne
            

            
                "Super awesome when my tags are updated by other people catching the same fish. I just have to say its great!"
- Pat Russo
            

            
                "The site is so easy to add and update my tags. Simple and fast! Gotta get back to fishing and tagging now!"
- Martin Hallas
            

            
                "I caught a fish that I tagged three years ago. Very impressed with your tag's strength, endurance, and visibility!"
- John Wilson
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	How To Tag Video
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                Got Tags?

                
                    Get your tags today! Have a fun time tagging and releasing your catches.
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                Be Social With Us

                	
	
	



                Need some help?

                Email Us and we will contact you asap


            



        


    
    
        *** Please comply to any country, state, and local wildlife regulations regarding tagging and releasing fish. Please comply to any fish species restrictions. *** 
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